
DermExpert™ FAQs
What is DermExpert?  
DermExpert is add-on feature to VisualDx that helps non-dermatologists better understand, diagnose, and treat skin 
conditions. The feature lets clinicians take a picture of the patient’s skin condition. Using artificial intelligence and machine 
learning, the application analyzes the lesion type, then provides simple questions to quickly get to a differential diagnosis.

Why did we create DermExpert? 
DermExpert saves time, reduces diagnostic error and reduces the burden on dermatology departments by allowing for a 
reduction in dermatology consults.

What does DermExpert do when analyzing a picture?
DermExpert runs the image through two machine learning models:
1. The Lesion Model analyzes the image against a set of approximately 80 lesion types and returns a score for each lesion 

indicating the model’s confidence that the image is a match. The top 3 matches are shown to the user, who must then select 
a lesion type to continue. The selected lesion is then added to the DermExpert workup as a finding, and the user continues 
through the workflow and answers questions about the lesion(s) to build the differential diagnosis.

2. The Diagnosis Model analyzes the image and returns a set of diagnoses with confidence scores. The results of the diagnosis 
model are never shown to the user, but they are used as part of the calculation that determines the differential diagnosis 
presented at the end of the workflow.

After the image is analyzed by each model, it is deleted from the user’s device.

What does DermExpert NOT do when analyzing a picture?
DermExpert does NOT:
• Store the image
• Use the image to improve the machine learning models
• Transfer the image off the mobile device to another server
• Automatically determine the lesion type or provide a guaranteed diagnosis - DermExpert only provides recommendations 

based on the models’ level of confidence
• Modify or enhance the image. Poor quality images (blurry, background noise, etc) will not yield accurate results.

Is DermExpert HIPAA/GDPR compliant? 
Yes. VisualDx and DermExpert do not collect any information that can be tied back to a specific patient. We also do not 
transmit or store any images from the mobile device.

What devices support DermExpert? 
• iOS mobile devices using 11.2 or later 
• Android mobile devices using 6 (Marshmallow) or later 
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